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Callout
AnalysisMature conifer plantation approaching terminal height, on extremely steep, unstable slopes, adjacent to major A82 trunk road. Significant proportion of area identified as PAWS. Forest is a prominent feature in the landscape.ConceptReduce threat to trunk road by gradual felling of conifer crops through the A82 Project.Target highest risk crops within the first two phases.Enhance biodiversity by re-establishing slopes with native woodland at a mixture and density that promotes wind firmness,  soil cohesion & slope stability. Manage native woodland on steep slopes, post establishment, on a minimum intervention basis.Design felling coupes that are sympathetic to landscape form, within the operational confines of the terrain.
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Callout
AnalysisConifer plantation with native woodland remnants on extremely steep, inaccessible terrain along the northern slopes of the Allt Sigh valley.ConceptWhere this poses minimal risk to the public and infrastructure, manage forest through minimum intervention. 
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Callout
AnalysisForest borders the Levishie  SSSI. Majority of Creag Nan Eun forest  has been identified as PAWS and includes the Achnaconeran Core Pinewood Area (Caledonian Pinewood Inventory).ConceptRestore Creag Nan Eun Forest to native woodland, creating a robust habitat network from Levishie to Ruskich wood, that delivers a broad range of environmental benefits.Maximise productive potential of current crop by matching rotations to Maximum Mean Annual Increment where possible.Optimise the opportunity for native timber production areas of accessible terrain in the next rotation. 
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Callout
AnalysisGreat Glen Way is a key asset within the forest and of significant importance to the the local economy.ConceptMaintain access along the route.Work in partnership with the GGW Ranger Service 
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Callout
AnalysisAttractive  broadleaf woodland fringes the shore of Loch NessConceptImprove integration of forest with woodland along the shore of Lochness by re-establishing native broadleaves, post harvesting, along the fertile lower slopes.




